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Introduc t '1 orl
Visual learning and visual perception are of paramount concern in the
developrn:~nt of the child to effect an ad\;quate adaptation to it school set ...
ting. It is of primar>~ irnportance at ali levels, but e~pecial1y in the
nursery school, kindergarden, and the primary gradcs~
The role of vision and visual learning is intricately connected with
all aspects of a sighted child's learning--motor, cognitive, so~ial and
ernotion,~l. Ouring infancy' and early childhood, children, through thei:·
experlences and activities of every kind in their environment, develop tho
ability to visually experience shape, distance. size, ctco 1 which origi-
na··.l1 v C;·"fi1f! th1" ""U('~) t,··,t T" •• "", f~ sen ~ r~ 1~.... . _ . v :;:j 1, ,,). , ....... ..-, ~.. ' •
Remediat ion vrr 11 be ntBcessary if there are deficien:'ias -in the 2lbove
areas to count,zf"c:~ct thl2; effect of stress resulting from dev(~lopnH;::~nt erf
poor visual habits.
Statement of the Problem
Tht:-: pr'irn,,1ry ptJrpose of this research paper \1:3S to ascer·ta~n whzt part
visual perception skill':) pla}' in the chiid's perforn1ance in school. The
pri;nary res~..;ar·(:h qth2stion asked \;Jas, "Is there a relationship bet1rre:en vis-
(S~1n Rafael, California:
2
This stud)! \'/aS concerned \'11th research done on visual learning "and
.o,J i Slk~ ~ p~r~Ct)t i on cleve 1oprnen t cf the n()(rt1cll and retarded chi 1d, wi th par"t i c-
ular emphasis on how this development affects performance.
A secondary purpose for this study was to identify and list tests and
material which provide remediation and training in visual perception skills.
Overview of the Problem
A visual problem is caused by an inadequacy in the total sensory-in-
tegrative motor process. It is a well known fact that each child is unique.
They vary in their genetic make up, in diseases and traumatic experiences
in their lives, and in environmental surroundings. 2
There is evidence that improper diet and emotional difficulties wilt
interfere with children's retentive ability and will decrease their concen-
tration and cornprehens'ion ability. l..ike~lise it is quite evident if they
cannot hear well or if their visual acuity is not what it should be, they
will miss essential work in the classroom. 3
In the light of the. modern day concept of vision, there are rnc;ny a-
chievement problems that relate directly to visual deficiencese Educators
know just as h'ith any other- function, there are certain abilities or skills
in vision that are necessary for an adequate performance in school tasks
that are visually oriented.4
An optoinetrist, Dr. Louis Jacques, says, ''The eyes of a child are not
matur't:~ enough to cvntend \"ith the printed pC)ge before he or she is eight. uS
2E• B. Forrest, "Vision and the Visual Process," Educa!,_i9n, LXXXII,
(January, 1963), 300
31bid , p. 300
4Ibid , p. 300
50e lwyn G. Schubert, 11Visual Irrfm.;)tur-ity and Reading Difficul~. ,jil T"'~.
Elcme~t?rl.En912~ll, XXXIV, (May, 1957),323
3
~1odern, functional optornetry, in turn, is dedicated to improv-
ing the performance abilities of each and every child through
an understanding of the problems caused by visual deficiences.
As Forrest denotes, tlVision is more than just eyes and eyesight. 1l6
Since reliable sources indic~te that at least 80% of learning
occurs through the visual pathway, \'ole must consider vision as
a process that includes the retina of the eye as a sense re-
ceptor, the brain as a control center, and the muscles of the
eye and th,c body as mechan'isnls to express the behavior re-
sponses triggered off by the se~sory stimulations. 7
Visual Perception is one of the paramount psychological functions and
d£~veloprnental tasks of young children. Studies 'indicate that inadequc{te
visual perception skills may hinder early school success and lead to in-
attention, misbehavior, lack of cooperation, daydreaming and generally
poor adjustment 'in the classroom.8
Vision as defined by Gesell is a con'plex sensorl"-motor re;')ponse to ·3
light stimulus rned'iated by the eye, but involving the entir~e acti'on system.
By this. definition, fixation is a basic and primcAry ViSll~l function. All
other visual functions in a sense aid fixation or they ~re refinements of
('\
fixation. All vision is an intricate functional complex. J
Th~ perception skills as related to visual perception are as follows:
ViS~~,_~~~~i_~...l:' - The ability to see and to differentiate mean-
ingfully and accurately objects in oners visual field
6E. B. Forrest, p. 299
7I bid" p. 299
8Scott H. Norton, "After Project Head St<.>,rt- v/hat Next? ~II ~menta!1.
Sc~~Journ"~~~" LXVII, (January, 1967), 180
9Arnold Gesell, Francis l. 11g, af)d Glenna E. Bublis, Vision Its
%:~~~~en::e!!.t i~.ian~_~!~5!...!:hi_ld, (New Yor·k: Paul B. Hocber Inc.~-1949T,
Visual Coordination - The ability to look at objects ~nd symbols
"Jith coordinated eye rnovenletits.
Visual-Form Discrimination - The ability to visually differ-
entiate the -forms and symbols in one's environrnento
Visual-Figure-Ground Differentiation - The ability to perceive
objects in-foreground and'background and to separate them
meaningfully.
Visual-t'1c:~orr - The ability to r.-ecal1 accurately prior visual
experiences.
Visual-Motor_!.!~~orl - The ability to reproduce moto(' ....\~;ise prior
visual experiences.
Visual-Motor Cootdination .. - The ability to coor'dinate eye and
han d t asks-:---'-_·----.-
Yis~~l ~\~.!.?r S_e~ed_.!~a~!l.~ - The ~bility to learn visual rnetor
skills from repetitive experience. fO
The foregoing definitions were cited because of their pertinence
;n apprehending the difficulties of visual learning4
An overview of the problem of visual perception indicates that visual
acuity is paramount in insuring adequate academic achievement at all
levels, but primarily at the outset of primary education. Optometrists,
as well as educators, are now cognizant of the fact that misbehavior,
lack of cooperation, daydreaming and other psychologica7 mal-adjustments
in the classroorn nlay be consequent to faulty visual perception.
------_.""'~.--
10Robert E. Valett, The l{;::~~..;liatio~_of L~~.!'"n·i~J?.i.sabilities, (Palo,
Cal ifornia: Fea,"on Publ ishers, 19Q7~p. 27 ..,,33
4
CHAPT·ER I I
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
During this decade, particular attention has been focusing on visual
deve 1opnlent of young chi 1dren. Thi s chapter ; s concerned 'IIi th re 1ated
literature on visual perception; its history and development; research
studies concerned with the influence of visual perception on the graphic
tasks of reading, writing and arithmetic. The effect of visual perception
skills of the mentally retarded as compared with the normal child is also
reviewed.
Hi s tor i ca tDev~12J?rf1ent_C?f the Psxcho 1°91... of Perception
Fronl early times there are descriptions of teaching techniques in-
volving both visual and motor skills. Fernald observed examples of these
procedures in the writings of P!ato (427-347 B. C.), Seneca (3 S.C.),
Quintilian (about 68 A.O.) and St. Jer'ome (h03 A.D.).l
Both Plato and Seneca were concerned with training the young
<:hild. Plato advised: IIWhen a boy is not yet clever in writ-
ing, the masters first draw lines, and then give him the
tab 1E~ t ar,(l rnake hirn \aIr i te as the 1 i nes di rect II (Ferna 1d, 19ft3 .t
p. 27). Seneca suggested that the teacher use his hClnd to guide
the child~s fin~ers as he attempts to imitate the \a/riting pat-
tern of c word. L
Quintilian knew the value of knowing first the forms of the letters.
2 Jbid , p. 8
5
6
He then reconYnended that they be cut accu~ately upon a board for the child
to trace. At the time of St. Jerome it was customary to trace with a
stylus in \-!ax. 3
Fernald also described later instances of visual-motor train-
ing. Charlemagne (742-814) learned to write by tracing engrav-
ed tablets with a stylus. locke (1632-1704) suggested that
letters printed with red ink be traced with black ink. Brins-
ley (1612) reported that in the f1fteeth century English schools
a letter was sometimes traced with a dry pen. 4
Yet all these early methods were only partially effective. Someth'irig
nlore was needed to help the individual COfnbine tl'1e two visuc!l images which
9 i V(~, . so 1; di ty c·nd depth.
Orthoptics began with the invention of the stereoscope by Sir David
Brewster in England. Shortly after this in our country Or. Oliver Wendell
Holmes designed the open form of a stereoscope in popular use at that tin1e.
In 1863, Or. Louis Emile Javal (1839-1907) one of the great figures of
French and world opthalmology of his tiole, adapted the stereoscope for the
diagnosis and treatment of strabismus or cross eyes. He later published
the first manual of strabismus for' the treatment of squint (1896). Fol10\'J-
ing him we have an Englishman named Claude Worth who developed the first
ambloscope, to train the strabismic individual in the control of proper
eye coordination for better vision. 5
Others worked on correction of lateral and vertical muscle imbalance.
____.._-'o'i. :iL.,"",~ . ~----"""_'«l!_C""...-.ee_. , _
3Mary H. Bosworth, fre ReadinSJ: I~ve.me~t of Visual-Ho~~ S~2.!..!!.,
Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, University of Miami, 19~p.8
4 Ibi d, p. 8
5L. Anapole, "Visual Training and Reading Performance," J~L..£f.
Readi!1.9., X, (r~arch, 1967), 372-373
7
Visual training as we know it today began in 1941. During World War II
the question arose of how the accuracy of the gunfire of the pilots could
be improved to avert ultinlate defeat. The Navy set up a program called
the IINavy School of Recognition Training" under Samuel Renshaw of Ohio
University. They trained 4,000 instructors, who in turn trained their men,
which in 1943, was one factor which led to complete victory for our armed
forces. 6
This preluded an adaption of this technique for adults and children
to determine whether it would improve their visual skills in learning.
Those who used them found some gratifying results.
Further studies were also conducted on infants. It was observed
that infants would respond to certain properties of objects within a few
days after birth. Harlow in 1951 suggested that they were most likely to
see size and brightness-hue differences. 7
There are evidences that the properties of objects \'-/hich are so
evident to adults are not discernible to the infant, such factors as de··
tail, contour, form, etc. As noted by Kephart and others the infant's
visual world is vague, ill-defined and very restricted. 8
Birch and Lefford intimated in their study that the discrepancy often
found between young children's ability to discriminate shapes and to dupli-
6l • Anapole, p. 375
7H• F. Harlow, Lear!"'Jng Theories., in W. Dennis (Ed.), "Current Trends
in Psychological Theory," (Pittsburg: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1951),
quoted in Learninq Disorders, Val. I, (Washington: Special Child Publications,
1965), 87 -----...,"....-.-..-----
8Newel1 C. Kephart and Jack Dunsing, "t-lotor Generalization in Space
and Tin1e," cited in Jeron1e Hellmuth, Learning Disorders, Vol. I (\-/ashington:
Special Child Publicat'ions, 1965), p.--a7-·---------
8
cate them may be caused in part by the fact that interserlsory equiva-
lencies are accomplished at different levels of maturity. For example, a
five-year old child relates knowledge received visually concerning geo-
metric forms easily with that received in a'tactile manner, but not with
that received kinesthetically.9
Fabian found that young children tend to rotate geometric figures
when reproducing them. As the child matures this inclination lessens and
usually around seven or eight years of age completely disappears.
10
Studies of variations of line in copying performances have been made.
Rice 11 noted that in copying a diamond younger children use continuous line
drawing, while older children tend to shift to the broken line type. Rice
and Gese11 12 observed the tendency of preschool children to draw vertical
lines downward and hori~ontal lines from left to right. Both 11g and
Ames 1) noted that age trends in the child's method of reprOdLtcing forn1s in-
dicated the careful recording'of direction of line.
Vertical pattern discrimination becomes a major question as a child
9H• G. Birch, and A. lefford, "Intersensory Development in Children,"
Monograph of Society for Research in Child Development, 1963, XXVIII, 5
lOA. Ao Fabian, "Vertical Rotation in Visual-t'1otor Performance- its
Relationship to Reading Reversals," J~u!nn_!-.of Ed~i~nal. PSl~lo9.r,
XXXVI, (t'\arch, 191+5), 129- 131
llCharlotte Ricc, "Excellence of Production and Types of Movements in
Drawing,"Chi'Jd Oev~!5~pment., I (1930), 1-14
l2A• Gesell, The First FlveYears of Life, (New York: Harper and Row,
19lfO), cited in HarYB~;S~worth;-]_p:]2.~9v£~~ntof Visual-tv1otor Skil)s, Unpub-
lished Doctoral Dissertation, University of Miami, 19~7, p. 7
13 . • • d"FranC1S L. 119 and loulse B. Ames, School Rea lness, Behavior Tests
Used at the Gesell InstitlJte, (New York: Harper andRow, T9bS)
9
approaches school age. letters, in ternlsof their physical properties
are geometric forms. '-he child rnust be able to distinguish a "c" frOiTI
an H O", \'Jhich is a difference in closure. There may be reversal in ;etter"s
and words because the child has not developed the finer points of vision
skills, such as size, shape, position, place relationships, and habits of
using eyes from left to right.
,4
Even if eyes are normal, children may have immature visual perception.
They may see a thing but not notice its details. "Vision is one of the
major contacts of the child \\lith reality in his early experience," says Or.
Ward t. Halstead. 15
Visual Efficency and its Relation to Academic Achievement
Our culture today is one that places a high premium on visual ability,
and we may not always be precisely aware of this. To elaborate, academic
achievement frequently is determined basically by visual functioning, and
sometimes our evaluation of academic achievement may really be an evalua-
tion of visual ability.,6
Researchers tell us children must be taught better visual and percep-
tual habits so that they may become good readerscand achieve the highest in
their acad~mic work.
----~---_...._----------------
14Sister ~1ary Bernetta, O.P., "Visual Readiness and Developmental
Perception for Reading at all levels," Unpublished Dissertation, Acquinas
College, Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1965, p. 5
lSWard A. Halstead, Brain and Intelligence, (University of Chicago
Press, Chicago, 1947), quoted by STs~Mary "Bernetta, a.p., "Visual Read-
iness and Developrnental perception for Reading at all levels, It Unpub-
lished Dissertation, Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1965, p. 6
l6Albert F'. Grau, S. ~I., "Efficient Visual Functioning and the. lenrn-
; ng Proces 5 , H ~i~:,"~~"::...!_i.:~:!~~; LXXX I V, (February, 196L~), 364 .
pen.
10
Consider the variolAs criteria for evaluating academic achievement.
Reflect on the different visual t~sks involved in any classroom subject or
lesson. tonsider the students perfortrning these tasks. They must constal1t-
1y ·shift their focus from far points to near points (blackboards, charts,
etc. to books, and papers), and hold this focus without blurring. This is
indeed a feat calling for delicate adjustment of ~ix tiny eye muscles. 17
Children must furthermore move their eyes along the page in a proven
order, sometimes with a definite speed, and at the sarne time process the
rneaning of the pf'i:1ted synlbols. Thus \lIe have a very complex operation"
Since culture imposes such a high premium on efficient visual functions,
teachers need to know that skillful visual functioning does not just hap-
It is learned. 18
Frostig, Lefever and Whittlesay in their study found the overall
problem was that a large proportion of the children who sho'tl either learr)n
in9 difficulties or poor classroom adjustment at the pre-school a~d prim-
ary levels are handicapped by disabilities in visual perception~19
A child makes little distinction bet~.'een right and left:t He has to
be taught which is his right hand and which is his left. Teachers often
find that until children ~re six or seven years old they do not distinquish
differences bet'rJcen reversed letters lib" and "d", "p" and tlq". The same
_................~...._.. -_._'~""'"'~-- -----
17
A1bertF. Gr a\~, S. J., p. 361l
18Ibid , p. 364
19Marianne FrostigJ- O. '.4. Lefever, and John "rhittlesey, "Disturbances
in Visual Pe.·ception," Journal of Educational Research, LXII, (Novetnber,1963 j, 160-162 - , -_.w__...... _
11
difficulty often occurs in the reading of words and it may persist lor'ger
20then reversal of letters.
Piaget and Inhelder found that children of five or six often have
21little notion of order, even of objects in a rew.
Harris has observed that even if the eyes are functioning normally,
the child may have inrnature visual perception. Seeing a thing does not
always mean noticing its details. Many young children pay attention only
to the main characteristics of visual stimuli, size, shape and color and
overTook the details. When asked to match letters of words they don't
notice differences which are quite obvious to older children. 22
It is an assumption by Gestalt psychologists that perception has its
own course and sequence of ontogentic developilient,,23
Because of an industrial study, Kephart in 1953 was led to conduct a
study to find out if visual limit~tions would affect school children's
work. The industrial study made produced the following conclusion:
Psychologists in the Occupational Research Center at Purdue
University proved from over a million tests that visual skill
has a great deal to do with success on the job in industry.
The visual handicaps directly affect efficency and productivity.
,-----------_. .-._-""_.--_...__._..~_.-------~~ ....-:""--
20M• D. Vernon, liThe Development of Visual Perception in Children,"
EducatiC!.E!., LXXVIII, (1'1ay, 1958),548-549
. 21 J. Pi aget and B. Inhe 1de~ $ The g,i1~Conc~Et i o!,!-,of Space,
(Humanities Press, Neh' York, 1950), p. 37
22A• J. Harris, How To Increase Reading Abilitv, (New York: long-...__.~._.-.._,J-.
mans, 1949), p. 29
23James c. Co1ernan, "Perceptual Retardation in Reading Disability
Cases," Journ?1.....£f._~5}~~~~_ional Psi',.~~.~~"!o~9,.'t., XLIV, (Dec€:rnL:Sf, 1953), 1~9'7
12
Kephart found a direct relationship between visual skills and school work.
Children who see well work well. Those who are having vision problems do
poorly.24
Experts have defined reading as a process of perceiving and under-
standing written or printed symbols. It is very important that serious
consideration be given to the many visual problems that impair reading per-
formance.
Feldmann in a study conducted on ninety-five children, kindergarten
to grade five found a growth in some visual perception scores. These scores
were assumed to be mostly influenced by age and experience. The conclusion
of the study was that lack of synchronization of visual perception and re-
quired reading skills might impede school achievement. 25
Coleman's investigation of the gross development of visual perception
;n a group of reading disability cases showed that in most of the cases
the children were almost a year retarded in perceptual development ~Jhen
compared with their age peer group.26
Reading skills showed a postive relationship to visual perceptual
development in a study rnade by Weathers. Adequate male and female readers
scored significantly higher on the visual-perceptual tests of eye-motor
coordination and figure ground relationships than did the inadequate
------..--....-..-""..--..._------_.._-----_._--------_.._------
240 • H. Radler and Newell C. Kephart, Success Through Pla.l, (New York:
~Iarper and Row Publ ishers, 1960), p. 13
25Shirley C. Feldmann, "Visual Perceptual Skills of Children and their
Relation to Reading," Diss~.!:tati~. !?,b~t.racts, XXII, (1961), 1084-1085
26
James Coleman, p. 497-503
13
readers. Results of the study rtvealed significant differences in the
visual perceptual development patterns of adequate and inadequate readers.
Most showed problems in eye-motor coordination and perception of figure
d 1 - h- 27groun re atlons lpS.
Buswel, 28 and Taylor29 have provided evidence for increased efficency
of visual and perceptual skills associated with reading during the school
years. However, Taylor has noted that the development of those skills, as
measured by various eye movements, span of perception, and rate of compre-
hension, has been left largely to trial and error processes in the school
program.
In a research study by Byrne, it was found that teachers of children
with higher reading levels- above grade five- do not need to be concerned
with the visual form in which they present words. This seemed to verify
the fact that higher levels of reading were to use other means than con-
figuration for the learning of worcls. 30
In a study by Elkind, Larson and Van Ooorick results indicated that,
in comparison with average readers, the slow readers performed less well
---,-_.-._._-_.--------
27Lillian Louise Weathers, I~ Comparison of Visual-Perceptual Develop-
ment and Reading Achievcrn8nt of Fifth Grade Adequate and Inadequate Readers,"
Oisser_~~.!.!£~.!,.bs!!:}lctslXXVII, (March, 1967), 2756A - 2757A
28G• T. BU$\,!ell, "Remedial Reading at the College and Adult Level,"
~-eLementary Educat.ion~l Hon09.!."~phs, 1939, No. 50, quoted by Bruce Amble
and Siegmor Muehl, "Perceptual Span Training and Reading Achievement of
School Children,fI Journal of Edu_<:-~t~,~~.t~chol0.9l,LVII, (1966), 192-193
29E• A. Taylor, liThe Fundamental Reading Skill," Journal of Develoe,-
~ental Readin~, (Sunmer, 1958), 21-30
30 R• l. Byrne, "Effects of Four iypes of Vi sua 1 Forrns Upon Reca 11 of
\4ords," Disser~ation,Abstracts,XXIV, (Novenlber, 1963),1936
14
on the tests of perception act{vity and were less able to benefit from per-
ceptual training then were their average reading peers. A reasonable
sunmation could be thus made for perceptual activity as playing at lc~st
a par-t in successful rcading. 31
"
The findings of Barrett's study in 1965 appears to sustain the con ..·
elusion that an optirnUin cc~nbinatiori of' \!isual discrinlinaticn tc~sks for- pre,,-·,
dieting first gr'"ade reading achievernent would contair! tasks sirniliar to
read·ing letters and nurnbers, ~lord rnatching, and pattern copying. It is
th()ught tt'lat the SOGn/~r the teacher can obser·vc chil dren pctforrcl'irtg such
visual discrimin~tion tasks the sooner he will be able to decide their
readiness for reading. 32
The use of tachistoscope for number training in Phil1i~·t study prov-
ed to be no more effective than an ordinary workbook method or pr2ctice. 33
One more function pertaining to visual perception needs to b~ d~scuss-
cd because of its great significance for reading- memory for visual se-
quences. Some children can perceive accurately, both auditoral1y and
visually; 'they can even combine the auditory and visual stimulus; but are
unable to retain the words they have learned or cannot spell them because
/ . 310avid Elkind, Margaret I.arson and William V. Ooorick, "Perceptual
. Decentration: learning a~d Perfcrmance in Slow and Average Readers,'·
~u!nal ~d~!~~choloS~,LVI, (February, 1965), 50-56
32T• C. 8i)!"rett, lfV'isual Oiscrimination Tasks as Predictors of First
Gr-ade Read.'i.ng Ach i everneni:. It I!:~~ Re~~,!.i.~~q...".!,~_~.!~~.~, XV I I, (January, 1965),
276
33.,. L.. Phillips, IIPerception in Number Skill: Study il1 Tachisto-
46~~~66Tra in i fig , II ...&~~~.;~..L_~f:,J:;,(!~::':.~~5on_<:l.J:~Y.:::J}~, XLV, (December, 1954),
they are unable to remember a sequence of lettcrs. 34
15
Barsch reminds us that • Itspelling n,ust be regarded as a visual-,
spatial phenomenon embedded in the general con<;eptualization of language
as a visual-spatial phenomenon~1t It is the order and sequence. of' let·ters
'1
which are essenti'al in serial placernent. Transposition of letters in
written or oral spelling must be considered as an error in visualization.
The ability to visualize the wotd before spelling it or copying it is the
critical constituent in spel1ing. 35
Bctr'sch holds that any activity that teachers use to develop skills
in \risualizlng will have an effect o~ spelling efficiency)6
Hendrickson, from an optometrical viewpoint, based on clinical ex-
perience in visual devcloprnent and child developrncnt, also say!~ in regard
to spelling the basic problem is in form discr~mination and ample visual
Visualization is a process of visual comparison, visual recall, and
visual irnagery" that perrnits one to see or' expe.rience again ~'previo(l?ly
seen or experienced incid'~f)t os- object. It is the ability to "see" and
know a thing or place, idea or concept of the past, to manage or view it
3l ,
(i',ar'it)nn(~ Frosti'g, "Visual Hodality and Reading," Perc~p.tion ani
Reading, e.d~ Helen Sr:lith, Pf"oceedinqs of the l\'Jelfth Annual Convention
·fn~i:er.~;t i ori2l F~e~;1d i ng 1-\5 soc -1 uti on, Vo 1. XI I, Par t L~, Ne\va rk, De 1a\-Ja re,
1968, p. 31
35 R• Hu-. 8,~~t"sch, "VisuDl-Spdtial Concept in Spell ing," Acajemic
It~5~r C?..2Z~!-~:_~~~:I):, I I I ( Fa 11, 1967 ). 6
361'·)1·..J n r.•. c~, t-" Co 0
3ft-!. Hendri cksol1, ItS pe 11 i nfp A V i sua 1 Ski 11 , II (~_~~~.!!:.5.~_..IhE':E.~2..l
Q t 1 '\' I" ,. J ~ 'l 1 1Q (7 ) 39uar ~C-.L, I.} \i a. , .,;l_J, .
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from any angle. 38
Many children do not have an adequate ~kill of visualization. Vis-
ualization is the outgrowth of many earlier experiences of the human organ-
ism. It is the integration of what they feel or do with what they see.
Some children have not learned to align and maintain alignment of the eyes
h h f 1 - d - h -1 h d - • 39on w at t ey are ee 1n9 orolng W 1 e t ey areo,ng~'t.
There are three components of visualization. First is the skill of
visu21 comparison, that is, the recognition of differences and similarities
by looking~ The second phase of visualization development is visual recall.
This is developed through many experiences in preschool years. The third
component is visual projection, which is an outgrowth of visual comparison
and visual recall or rnemory. Visual pf·ojection is the knowing tl,,~ differ-
ences of objects and how they look without seeing or feeling them~ It is
40the ability to visualize past experiences and relate them.
As the child learns to vlsualize, he learns to look and observe. He
learns to see, listen, and know more. He learns the visual ability of in-
terchanging symbols for experiences, and he learns to rnanipulate syrnbols
sufficently to produce a good writer, a good reader and a good speller.
The frequency of visual perceptual disturbances and their relation ...,
ship to perpfexities in beginning reading and emotional a~ustment warrant
special attention to these deficits. Treatment should be concerned with
38
Hendrickson, p. 39
39Ibid , p. 1+0
Lto
1+ 1~~ 42Ibid, p.
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in!provement of the underlying deficits while the child's best abilities
for learning new academic skills and subject matter are exercised8
It seems that the elementary sensory perceptual phenomena is the
ability to determine that one part of the vi~ual field differs from another.
Of primary importance then is this ability to distinquish one figure from
another~ A comparison of contours is necessary to determine the similari~
tics as well as the differenc€s between contours G We do not perceive a
complex form at once but rather various parts of the form, which later arc
integrated into the complete imprcssion.4l
It is of paramount importance that while shifting our attention from
part to part the relation of the parts to the whole be kept in mind.
In certain perceptual phenomena the impression of the whole can only
be ~erived from a combination of its parts, as in the case of a circle
h •d 1· d b h· f 11 .' 1 42W ose 51 es are out lne y a c a1n 0 sma fir' (:1 rc es.
It is this merger of parts into wholes with 't.fhich the brain-injured
child has obvious difficulty. He is able to perceive the parts but does
not blend thern into ~~hoies. Since the brain-injured child ;s most often
apt to see only part~, when given 2 tachistoscopic presentation he will fre-
quently reveal his difficulty by responding to a detail of a total pattern~
The normal child will usually acknowledge the presentation as a whole.43
-----,-..._.,_._. .-._----------_.~
41 A1fred Strauss and Newe 11 C. Kephar t, P~l.cho~~.tho~.9.Y-and E~uca~i~
of the Brain Inju.t"ed Chi ld, Vol. II (New York: Grune and Stratton, 1955),p-:-5s _-L__~__. -
42 Ibid , p. 56
43 Ibid , p. 57-58
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Since brain-injured children seem to be attracted to the details of
any object rather than to the wholeness, they will be captivated by a
button, a flower, a broach, or some sm~11 detail rather than the whole.
This is also found in writing and afithmetic problems, in which they seem
to lose themselves in details rather than acquiring concepts 6f the per-
L.4ceptual object as a whole.
Teachers are aware that children who have difficulty \'Jith reading,
spelling and copying are unable to sound out a word by seeing and saying
the parts in a s}'ste.nlatic arrangement. Training in forrn perception, pre··,
liminary to the above subjects involve helping the child to see an inte-
grated pattern, and to associate the individual parts as comp6nents of the
whole·. 45
Winters and Gerjuoy found in their study that the cor·relations be-
tween eye-movements and verbal report are higher for normals than for re-
tardates. Retarded children who were more consistent in their organiza-
tion of eye-movements and verbal reports gave more correct answers and
scored higher on a reading test than retardates who were less consistent~
It was postulated that reading experience assists in the development of
consistency between perceptual and verbal patterns of response. Retar-
dates who achieve some reading skill are better able to organize related
stimulus materials than retardates without this skill.46
44Samtlel A. Kirk and Orvi lIe Johnson, Educ_ati~e Retarded C~~,
(New York: Houghton Hifflin Company, 1951), p. 107
45Marion J. Erickson, ~alllRe_tardedChildi.!!.....the Classroom,
(New York: The MacMillan Co., 1965), p. 86
46 J • J. Winters Jr. and Irma R. Gerjuoy, "Eye Hovements and Verba1
Reports in Tachistiscopic Recognition by Nornlals and Retardates," Child
Development , XXXVI I I (Decernber, 1967), 1193-1199
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Retardates take longer than normals to develop perceptual meanings.
Their perceptual behavior tends to be more rigid and as a consequence, they
have greater difficulty in obliterating perceptions. In the case of re-
tardates with brain damage, much more severe percpptual problems are pre-
sent~ and such children may have greater difficulty in perceiving accurate-
lyeven simple geometrical forms or discriminating between like forms. 47
Some researchers such as Dr. Lisa Gellner have stated that the pri-
mary difficulty in brain damage is brain stem lesions which have resulted
l·n n~~ti~l nAr·cnn+u~1 losces 48,.. <;;. .. p t" " "-' j" I~ .. , .;)..
t~1c~1urray swrrllTt2,rizes a number of research studies shot'1~ng thc:rt cere-
b 1 i ·· b·· 1 • L~9. ra ~:'Slons cause d'istur ances In Vlsua perceptl0n.
Zeaman, House and Orlando also indicated that mental retardation may
be associated with diFficulties in ability to solve visual discrimination
problems.
50
Gallagher in his study, ho\vever, states that the brain-injured child-
ren are not a homogenous group. He found that only a minority of the brain-
injured children in his sample had definite perceptual problems and that
-'--,.._.--_._-------'.-----
IOH. S. Spitz and l. S. Blackman, "A Comparison of Mental Retardates
and Normals on Visual Figural After-effects and Reversible Figures,"
Jourrl?1... of. Abnormal Social .Psychologt, LVIII (1959), 105-110
48Usa Gellner, ~Neurophysiological Co!,!cept of r:!.ental Re~d~.!50'2.....~nd
its Ej~£~tiona,! In~e"lications, (Chicago: Levenson Research Foundation, 19591:
as cited in Betty Hunt Bradley, "Differential Responses in Perceptual
Ability Among Mentally Retarded Brain-injured Children," Journal of Educa-
tional Research, LVII, No.8 (April, 1964),421
49 J • G. Murray, IIVisual Perception in Exogenous and Endogenous I'lental-
6
1y Retarded Children," American Journal of ~~~~~.l_D..eficiency, LVIII, (195l+),
59
500. Zeaman, B• ...I. House and R. Orlando, "Use of Special Training
Conditions in Visual Discrimination learning with Inlbeciles,1f Amer'ican
Journal 0(' Mental Deficiency, LXIII (1958),453 ----
, ..
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many of these children had ad~quate perceptual abilities in accordance
with their general
l:l
menta 1 dcve 10p:~jcn to:>
IITiplicdtions fr'"Od1 the (;:;t;d)Ve studies caution the use of the labeling
(\ f vi suo- rn 0 tor di~:Db -11{ t )l or deficiency in vi sua t percept ; 0 tl as pr i rna r y
c r i t e ria 0 f br ,) 1n i 11j U r y •
In gen~ral the evidence for a relationship between perception and
le;arning hC:l:; not alv!ays been favorable. It appears, hovJever~, that certain
cultural experiences do affect perceptual abilities related to academic
achievement. Kephart found that by practice on special exercises designed
to enhance spatial orientation, an improvement in the perceptual and aca-
C·2
den-l'we' abilities of retar(led children \~as made.;)
llle problerl1 VJhich rnost teachers find in the control of the eye is the
learnin~l of \'ihe:re to focus th(~ eye. The solution to this problen1 seems to
be bE~sed upon the knoi·,ledge of \'lhat the inforrnation should be and ho\~ to
In the early years of learning the c~ild learns to control his hand
so that it can supply him witll consistent exploratory data. He then learns
to focus his e}'es on his hand as it nloves about. He depends upon the infor-
51 J • J. Gallagher, "A Comparison of Brain-injured and Non-Brain-injur-
ed t~entally Returded Children on Several Psychological Variables," Child
Q.~~~~,J ~~ (~~2_~r~".th.W.!~~?~::?~9E~P!2.I XXI I; No. 2 (1 957), as c; ted i n Bet t y Hun t B;.' ad l
h
; y ,
"Differential Response in Perceptual Abi 1ity Arnong Hental1y Retarded Brain-
Injured Children," Journal of Educatiof)nl Research, XLVII, No.8 (April,196
1
.!), 42} '·'_Ae~"._'_~"· ,_ •
52Newel1 C. Kephart, The Slow Learner in the Classroom, (Columbus,
oh i 0: The Cha r 1e s Me r r ill CO:-;"<"T960f~-·~1-2·"O- 1-2'3-'-----'-
c:. ,0)
;>..JClara t¥\. Chaney and NC'I!cl1 C. Kephclrt, t1otoric Aids to Perce'ptual
T r a in i no, (Co 1urnbu S j Oh '1 0: eh a r 1e s E. Me r rill cO:~-f9'61rr~-·-p:-·l9--·_·..._..,···,-"..·
_.,.....-............. .......-.'~
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mation from the hand for consistency 2nd matches the action of the eye to
it z,o that the 'v~sltai kno\'vled~F;; is a1so consistent and matches that of the
If the child faits to learn to use his eyes and hands in unison,
learning often suffers~ Thi~ is one of the problems that retarded children
,often portray. It has been found tr1at most chi 1dr-en who have ocul ar motor
problems al~o have gross motor problems, including inadequate or rigid
Diagnostic te.sts and teacher observations have revealed that re-
tarded children have difficulty in comprehending wholeness. Besides fail-
ure to see details in relation to the whole, they frequently confuse fore-
g~·ound and background in a pictute. 56
Retarded children genernlly function best on a concrete level~ They
may b;~ 3ble to re1ate ~'Jh~t thc~l see, or ~Jhat activity is taking place, but
at the same time be unable to associate what they see to other objects or
other e.vents, or to expl(~1n the meanin:] in relation to the setting.,57
P,n interise interact10n bet\veen perception and language character'izes
the early learning of children¢ Developmental growth of size and pattern
perception skills is traced from the manipulative play of the toddler to
the first grade child's efficiency in perceptual skills. Teachers realize
Sit
.. Clara 11. Chaney and Ne\',ell C. Kephart, p. 20
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that perception skills nre closely associated with reading ar'ld spelling
success. Because these skills are often lacking in the retarded child's
development, it ;s important to have effective rec~'diness' pro9rc~rns ti'1at
include the combination of perceptual and languQge activities •
.furnrn~~.
The development of Perceptual skills has taken us back to Plato (427
BeC~), Seneca (3 B.C.), and Quintillian about (68 A.O.)e •• all of whom
used some primitive method using both visual and motor skills to teach.
The real visual training as we know it today began with the training of
Jiarlo\'1 rnad<~ studies on infants in 1951 J a·s ·did Kephart, S'irch and Lef-
ford on very young children, tQ find the part vision plays in their world.
Left to right sequence, reversal of letters and closure were found to be
some of the problems for the school age child.
Because of the high premium that our culture places on visual acuity,
studies have been examined to see what relation visual efficiency has on
aCadeiTlic ac.hievernent. Frostig, lefever, and ~!hittlesa}l found that a great
proportion of children \Jiho sho\-J learning difficulties have disabilities in
visual perception. Kephart and Coleman also found a relationship between
vision skills and school work.
Weather's, Bus\'>/el1, l·aylor, Elkind, Larson and Van Doorick indicated
by their studies that perceptual skills played a significant part in read-
ina success •.-~
Byrne, hO\~Jcver, in his 1963 study found that after grade five visual
for·nl did not pla)' as 'irnportant a part as in the primary level in learning
to .reade
23
Phillips (1954), Bar~~ch (1967) and Hendrickson (196']) found that
skills in visualizing haJ a great effect on sp(211ing efficiencilll
Feldn12n in his 1961 study found that lack of synchrenization of visual
perception and required reading skills might irnpede scho'ol c~c:hievcrn~~nt.
It \-J<35 noted that frorn thc~ frequency of the rcseai"ch(;s tv ,)ote the
relationship bet\~/een visual perceptual distiJrbances and reading, spelling,
writing, as well as emotional a~ustment in some cases, there w~s signifi-
cant evidence for attention t6'be paid to perceptual skills for the best
deve lopmerlt of acade~nic success.
The effects of visual perception on children's learning for the nor-
mal and retarded W~5 studied through a view of research articles written by
prominent people in this field. When con'par-ing the retarded child \1ith the
normal it was found that according to Strauss and Kephart (1955) the brain-
injured child has obvious difficulty in the merger of parts into wholes.
The retarded child is attracted more to d~tails tha~ to the whole picture.
Winters and Gcrjuoy in their 1967 study post~l~ted that reading ex-
perience assists in the development of consisteflcy between perceptual and
verbal patterns of response. Retardates who achieve reading skill, there-
fore, are better able to organize related materials than retardates with-
out this skill.
Dr. Gellner (1959) and McMurray (1954) postulate the theory that brain
lesions result in partial perceptual losses or cause disturbances in visual
perception. Also, Zeaman, House and Orlando (1958) indicate that mental re-
tardation may be related to difficulties in solving visual discrimination
prob 1Cri1S.
Gallagher (1957) cautioned the pigeonholing of br~in-injured children,
because he found only a minority of his sample had definite perceptual prob-
lems.
Erickson (1965) a man close to our own day, says the retarded child
often has difficulty in relating details to the whole. He found they may
be ab 1e to re 1ate 'f/hat they see, but not associ ate ; t to other event ~I or
explain its meaning in relation to the setting, as would the normal child
in the classroom.
Kephart (1960) found that special exercises designed to enhance
spatial orientation helped to improve the perceptual and academic abilities
or retarded children.
The retarded child is often lacking in the perceptual skills because
he do(~s not have the 1earn i ng e)'~per i ences of a norrna 1 ch i 1d. Educat i ona 1
material of all Rinds should be available to help this child develop the
perceptual skills necessary for the fullest academic achievement.
These children have to be helped to overcome most of their learning
deficiencies through integration of the differ~nt avenues of perception.
These children must at least have the feeling that they are understood,
and that their parents and school care and are willing to help them in
every way. The result would be the elimination of a lot of frustrations
and happier human beings.
CHAPTER I I I
ATTEHPTS TO HEET THE PROB lEt·1.
It seems that as the child iil,;".1tures inaccuracies in pef"c.eptions, which
~Jould constitute a sei··lous t·,andicap to th~~ child's learn";ng, quit,e natura1-
1y die out and become relatively unimportant at about the age of seven for
nlost ch·i'ldren. This chapter is co':)ce.rned \liith those chiidrera for· whorn
visual perceptual difficulties persist to prevent successful academic a-
The airn of visual training is to teach the student better eye coordi-
nation, fusional range, to increase accOffiffiodation facility, make for great-
er convergence flexibility, and accelerate the speed and span of perception
to enhance reading, writing and arithmetic performance. 1
It is important to develop smooth, rhythmic oculomotor control. This
is to have both eyes operating as a team in the conjugate fixations from
left to right on lines of print. Also fusion nlust be built to its highest
degr~e. Stable fusion is an important factor for efficient reading. 2
Another very important perceptual skill is efficient hand and eye
coordination. Visual functioning does not just happen it is learned.
l L• Anapole, "Visual Training and Reading Performance," Jour~Lof
Beadina, X (March, 1967), 376
2 Ibid , p. 377
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Since visual perception has been implicated as a factor of some im-
portance in readiness especially for reading, educators must look for ways
to build this readiness.
In order to meet the visual problems of beginning school children,
the child must be properly prepared to meet the stress and strain of con-
tinuous near-point demands. This can be done to son1e extent in the pre-
school developmental years. 3
The following is a partial list of tests and materials that will help
to identify difficuties in this area and build a more efficient visual
flJrtctioning sy~t(~n). The child ~·;il1 then have greater cornpetency 'in using
visual skills necessary for any particular task facing him at any given
moment.
five subtests which test the areas described below:
Ile-m0.!2.!:. coor~i!.1at i on-- a tes t of eye-hand coordinat ion ; n..·
volving the drawing of continuous straight, curved or angled
lines between boundaries or various width, or from point to
point without guidelines.
EiBure-9roun~--a test involving recognition of certain
figures against increasingly complex grounds. Intersecting
and hidden geometric forms are used.
~onstancy_.of sha.e~--a test involving recognition of certain
geometric figures presented in a 'variety of sizes, shadings
textures, ~nd positions in space, and their discrimination
from similiar geometric figures. Circles, squares, rect-
angles, ellipses, and parallelograms are used.
Posit~l~.J~~~£~--a test involving the discrimination of
._--"'-_._------,,"'--------, ----------
3Albert F. Grau, S. _I., "Efficient Visual Functioning and the learn-
ing Process," Educ~~~, LXXXIV (February, 1964),363
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reversals and rotations of figures presented in series.
Schematic dra\~ings rcpresent-ing COffman objects ar·e used.
~...:'1t·i~,_~.~Ji~i.~E~-·-atest involving the analysis of
sirnple forms and p3ttcrns. These consist of lin'2:s of
various lengths and angles which the chi1d is required
to COPY7 using dots as guidepoints.4
The Frostig test, with ~ge norrns \A/hleh range frorn five to nine years
of age, can be individually adn,in-istc!"ed. It can also be adn"dnistered to
groups of t\'lO to eight eh i 1dr-en depending on t3ge and vlhethet" tlH~f"e is a
proctor to assist when there are more than four children to be tested.
A Visual l'>\otor Gestalt Test cHid Its Clinical Use. This test is
_ ......._••-'!"r,_""'....._~._'4.l'a·.'~~ ...........,-...__"'*~....... "... ~·.._~':f._'.tIQ.·· ......,.-.-~.,·..:.k~','--....-.*'";~{ ..,op•.:.....~AIiJlt,i:.:b~.....~ ........'__. _
generally used to assess visual-motor development, as well as an assessment
of err!otional rnatur"ity of children. It is an individual test consisting of
nine geometric figures, each priryted on a separate card e One card is pre-
sentcd at a time, and the child is asked to rnake a figure like it. The
test is recomrnended for -individuals fron1 four }fCarS of age through adult-
hood. It is sometimes used as an exploration of such things as retarda-
tion or loss of cognitive function in adults and children.5
Illinois Test of Psycholinquistic Abilities (ITPA)Q The lTPA is one
____.-..jllIo~._..:P~_._-.. -_1M' erkdf~_' JaU;"'_~·"" ....\r"ill_';;rP~~~""""__""",,'""'it..~~-""'.6:_~
of the more comprehensive tests designed to identify specific abilities or
disabilities of the child. It has three subtests to help identify visual
disabilities.
4Harianne Frostig, \'!elty Lefever, J. Rlt B. \'Jhittlesay, Administf:rinq
~!l d.,_~,c~J r. ~LJ(~~,-::.~~. __f.~h c,_!.~a r i ~~r::.e Fr.?::t i ~L~~:'\:~).!.?2!~e n,!.~..!_}e s.! of V!Ei~~ ..
Pe~~~,9.P t ion , Pal () 1\ 1to, CCl 1i for n i a: Cons u1t 'i n9 Ps Ych0 log i s t Pre s s, 1906} ,
p. 5
5Lauretta Bender, A Visual Motor Gestalt Test and its Clinical Use
Research /'1onag ,'aphs No. T;-~(Ne~I'Yor~Z:--Anicrrc~;;;OrtT)Qps'y~:ll {at:rTC:A-;','soc {;fion,
1968), ci.ted in Norfnan A. Buktenica, Visual L~~arninq, (Cal ifornia: D;nien-
sions Publ ish-inf! Co., 1968) t 64 -=._,_._..........._..,__..l>..~
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meaningful pi(.tures.~ and to group or nlatch pictures accord-
; rlg to concc~ptu·~~ 1 cc:~t(egor i es •
T~e.~is_~.L~~.C.....~~~{~e~,~.~~~.9. is sa'id to assess the ability to
correctly reproduce a sequence of configurations of symbols
which the child is ~lto\'led to observe for five seconds and
then required to dvplicate the sequence. Visual memory plays
an irr,portant paj~t in th is test.
The Visual-Motor Association is designed to assess the child 1 s
-abi fi t y'-to-r"e1 atC-rr(f~-3rl rr~~f'uf vi S U'd 1 s)'rnbo 1s ~Ji ttl cac~·". othE~r c 6
Kirk and Me earthy have pointed out that the main purpose of this
test is to identify specific Jbilit"ies or disabiiities. This is so an
· • b • f J:. r~ 7educat10nal pr0gr~m can oe set up on the 'aS1S 0 the rlnalngs~
group screening and a individual diagnostic instrument for problems related
to integr~tion of visual and motor skills. The format is suitable for
group or individual administration. The age norms are from 2 to 15 years.
It is designed primari1y for prt,:-school and primary leve1. 8
A book that has an excellent chapter on teaching pre-school and
nursery children to use hands and eyes is, TEACHING THE r~ETARDED CHILO TO
. TALK by Julia O. Molloy. A sample of the material in this book will be
found in Appendix A.v
6J • J. HcCarthy and Samuel Kirk, Il1i.I12i.:>_ T~...:>t_of ~chot~.9~~ti.~
Abi 1ities, (H2nua 1) 0 Experimental edition. (Ch"bana, III ino; s: Inst i tute
foi:'-~~esearch on Exceptional Children, 1961), cited in Visu,~l Le~r.ni!!9., p. 32
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Th is pro..,
gri.1tn is. to be used.as ~l prcvcnt'i'v,r2 and ccvclor:r::cntal progran1. It is best
\lork~:,he(:t exerc'i~es are coordinated \··/ith 3 dirnensional games ~~nd experi-
'f
ences. The 1966..... 1967 revision is available in "Pictures and Patterns"
training booklets. 10
velopment. This new program develops through complex activiti s, percept-
una rnoto,'" skills. It intr"oduccs exercises in line and fotfl' rc.procluction j
visual tracking and figure-ground, 2 and 3 dimensional spati~i concepts
part-~~)ole organization, andr~production of c~lor 11seqoences.
preschool and primary settings, as welt as remedial programs. This com-
pany offers several sets of materials applicnble to the visual skills. In-
dividual sets, consisting of ditto-masters, are economical and practical.
The subject areas include "Visual discriolination," "Seeinfj likeness and
differences," tlVisual Motor ski 11s,," and "Visual readiness ski 11 <ot n12
10Marianne Frostig and Horne, Frostig~'~heDe~l~E
Visual Perception, (Chicago: Follett Co., 1964), cited in Norrrian .~. Bukten·-.
ica, ~\i'I~~~~~ Learni!.:.CJ..1 (Cal ifo,"nia: Dinlensions Publ ishing Co., 1968), p_ 66
l1Fairbanks-Robinson Program, (Boston, Massachusetts: Teaching Re-
sources, The-~r;~~~~--~frrles, f~q·u"iry Departrnent 0/\ 100 Boyl stOfl S tr~;~;t) $
cited in Norlnar. 1\. Oukteni ca, p. 7L}-
12Vi sua 1._.!_<?!:£e.Et 1~Tr~i!.!9.Jl~.'I:-~~I: i a 1~, (P",nnsyl van i a: COlit'j nenta 1
Press, 19513""), quoted fl~oro niaterial received frorn the Continei1tal Press
Representative for the Wichita, K2ns~s Area.
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training in visual skills. They arc: (1) Oubnoff-School Program--sequen-
tial perceptual motor exercises; (2) Dubnoff School Progran!--directional-
spacial-pattern board exercises; (3) Erie Progran!--perceptual motor teaching
materials; (I... ) Pathw~ Scho~.£.9-~a~--eye-hand coor-dination;and (6) Ruth
Chever Proqram--visual~motor preception teachinq materials. All materials-'._,.~~.,...........~~~ .....''\:_- ....
are applicable for pre-school ~nd primary classes. They are adaptable to
facilitation of nornlt-)1 visual perceptual development. They can be used
fot' re:nedial \;.l()rk and also for children \'/ith special learning difficuities.
Exer'cise~ 2tC. for such Clt'(;aS ~s c-:yc .. ·hand coordination., ·f1gure .... gro~lnd dis-
series attempts to link perceptva~ cognitive s~il1s in the pre-primary,
prin1ury" and spec'1.::'11 education programs. Presentation is rnade through a
tachi5toscope ~nd ·~':orkbooks, containing sinrilar r~atcrial. Students thereby
get practice in coordinating visual fixations to and from distant and near-
point tasks. Materials used include geometric forms and figures, as well
as numerals, and letters, designs to develop eye-hand coordination, improve
v;su(.;l men'ior,', and facilitation of an anal)ltic approach to one's environ-
14rnf;n t c:
!o~~_~~~l ~!rite by Stanford E. Taylor. This is an eye-hand coorclina-
13Te.a0.:0.!",~.~:~.~:.:,!.!"ce~,{8cston, f-'l<lssachusetts: 100 Boylston Street},
cited frorn Covers of Exceptior~al Children, (February, April, May, 1969) and
__~~ ... .-..n1_-.~'-"~""'~!' ...4~"'-~~''''~"''''';.tl1llr'''''''''''''.;jIW~_~~'''",,,
The Instructor'., (Dec:einbcr, 19b7), p,. 39
_ ........~~!-_•...on..... ,.',.,.;...........-..
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tion for primary grades. 15
The f~ertledi~t'ion .~E learninq Oisa.?_!_!i!.~_~J by Robert E. Valett, Ed. D.
This book has an excellent chapter on sugg0ste1 remedial material or' activ-
ities to us~ in the development of perceptu",,-motor' ski 11s. 16
'1
~5_~ue.L.I!"-:~~ir~fl by R. Geake and E. P. Srnith. It is a self-instruction
workbook. The program is designed to facilitate visual discrim1nation, left
tor i 9h t d i r (~ c t i on, and ski 11 i n f 0 11 0\\1 i n9 c) .1 i ne 0 f pr i n t • The for rnatin-
valves tines of letters with the task being to find and mark in order each
of the letters of the. alphabet. Practice is used to overcome errors in
reading and \'Jriting such as reversals, omissior'lS, substitutions and addi-
tions. Level of rnaterial is for beginning readers and rernedial assistance
to slow readers of all ages. l7
Reading.. Readines~_.!Si.!.. b)' Goldstein and Edith Levitt. The kit is best
suited for children with mental ages of 3-6 or 4-6, who have special diffi-
culties. Reading Readiness workbooks are also available for those with
mental ages of ~-6 to 5-6. Subject matter for the program consists of
activities related to formation of cognitive skills of visual and auditory
discrimination. In the unit on "Visual Discrimination," the program is
divided into sections: (1) objects, (2) colors, and (3) fornis. The kit'
15 '
. Stanford E. Taylor, look and Write, (Huntington, New York: Educa-
tional Developmental LaboratorieSJ, as cited in a brochure published by
the Educational Developmental Laboratories Co.
16Robert E. Va1ett, Ed. D., The Remediation of Learning Disabilities,
(Palo Alto, California: Fearon Publishers, 19671, p. 1-228 ~
17
R. Geake and E. P. Smith, Visual !.~.ackir1]., (H;chigan: Ann Arbor
Publishers, 1962), cited in Exceptional Children, (October, 1968), p. 127
provides worksheets to parallel materials and lesson outlines suggest sup-
1 . • ... 18p ementary actlvltles.
Perceptual ~ain;n]L~~tiviti~s Handbo~~ by Betty Van Witsen. It;s
a book of pe"'ceptual tra'ining activities. It inay be used at different age
levets--~lives step by step advancernent. Ira addition in chapter t\'10 tht::re
are a number of suggestions that have been found helpful in bringing be-
havorial problems of a child within his control. Samples of mnterial found
· h- b , b f d· d- 191n t 15 .00< are to e oun 1n Appen lX B.
This is just a sample of the materials that are available for train-
in9 in visual skills, Appendix C presents a Catalogue listing of com-
pani€~s having material for visual train'ing~
18
Goldstein and Edith Levitt, Readi~~_Jeadiness Kil, (Chicago, Illi-
nois: Parkinson Dividion, Follett Co., 1967), cited in Nornlan A. Buktenica,
Vi~u~l-Le~!"!l,..5t'~llJ p. 68
19Setty Van Hi tscn, Pe'.'"c~tual T.rai!d~~~.!..ivi ties H.~.9bo(:!::, (NCH




The importance of visual skills for academic success is noted from
the research done in chapter t\'JO. It may appear to some that th;2se 'in,-
accuracies in percepticn will disappear as the child matures. This is
not true. in all caz)(:$ and pr"oves a considerable handicap to rHt:'lny a eh-i 1d
stru9Dl 'ing to reEid, spell or write in the re.gular or special ech.Jc<?~tion
class.
Each child must be helped to iinprove the pl'-itnary visual abilities
of eye. rnovements', visual coordination, eye-hend coordin'3t;on, visual
acuity, visual-figure-ground differentiation and visual memory.
Visual training has grown out of research done in some of our coun-
try's best universities. Visual training was used during the war to help
our men to act quickly and accurately and now many school children are
benefiting from the training.
Visual train'ing is a process of teaching childr-en to sec properly.
They are tau~Jht the bcs t vi sua 1 and perceptua 1 hab; ts in order that they
may read, \~rite, spell and figure better.
Conclusion
As noted earl ier, B1an),' researchers have establ ished the fact that
\/isual skills are a vital cornponent to the full devetoproent of the child.
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Educators thtls realize how important visual perception i~ in our
society where pictures, words, sentences, symbols, etc., playa signifi-
cant part iri our everyday lives~
Gradually we are beginning to recognize that academic achievement is
inconceivable without basic perceptual ability. Consequently the skill of
visual perception must be developed te its fullest potential just as other
skills which make for a well adjusted member of society.
APPENDIXES
F. Hold something with one hand and so some-
th1ng else with the other hand.
Level 1
Use of hands
A. Reach for something with the whole hand.
Take hold of something.
let go of something.
B. Use of thumb and fingers to take hold of
something.
1. Without using the eyes (Child is feel-
ing or iistening);
Use sand, water, things to squeeze
like clay, sponge;
Things to hear like rattles, musical
blocks, squeaking soft toys.
2. Using the eyes:
Use things to push like wooden cars
or train, picture that squeaks.
C. Reach for something with both arms.
D. Hold something large, like stuffed animal
or big doll, with both arms.
E. Start to use fingers instead of flat hand
to hold something, or to poke at some-
thing.
G. Pick up something a~d put it somewhere on
purpose; put balls in large basket or box;
fi 11 1arge peg beard \Ali th 1" dowe 1s. (for
peg board, see "Haterials You \4;11 Need,·t
in Appendix,)
level III
Putting parts together to make something whole
This means using hands and eyes; noticing
that things are alke or different. Because
what is touched or seen now means something,
the child can put small parts together to










101The Pre-School or Nursery Group
leve 1 ! I
Noting that things are alike or different be-
cause of color, shape or size •
A. Handle smaller things than used in Level
1; use ~n peg boards and progress slowly
to sma1ier peg boards.
B. Place small things in right order. Use
common objects; balls, little cars,
plastic spoons. Later use circles





C. Then--using blocks, color chips, form
boards, stacking trees, nesting blocks-




Teaching the Retarded Child to Talk




























































9. The teacher" makes tVIO sets of stencils, about 8 inches
square, of a circle, square, equilateral triangle, horizon-
tally oriented rectangle, vertica11y oriented rectangle,
and horisontal1y and vertically oriented diamonds. Set 1
should consist of the solid shape; Set 2, then, is the
frarne ';t/ith the shape cut out of it. The botton edge should
be black, to oreient the ch·jld. The child traces both kinds
of stencils at the chulkbo2:f'"d. MeiJn;ng should be associ-
ated with each shape.
10. The child uses similar stencils, but only 4 inches
square;. and traces them on paper at his desk, naming the
shape and associating meaning with it.
11. The child colors the shape within the stencil frame.
12. The child colors the traced shape without the aid of
the stencil.
13. Two shapes are combined, and meaning is associated
with the rC$ulting figure, for example:
36
ICE CREAt1 CONE HOUSE ~l
14. More than two shapes ~re combined, and meaning is associ~




l5. Follow stencils on the peg board. Peg Boards6
A. Horizontal 1 'ine
B. Vertical line A ()·C. Square
\
/\ 0 0D. Rectangle -y-- J
E" Triangle B Ii
F. Paral1elograJn
0 L7G. Trapezoid +,.H. Hexagon C. F XI • Octagon 0J., oi crnol1d 0 Ie t._Kc Cross CJ L-~ -*L. X G--~\. Star 0 M
6Issac M. Jol1es, "A Teaching Sequence for Training Visual
and Motor Percept'ion," P'i~;'ican~ourr~ of Mental Defi~3::.nc..L








16. After the child can follow the
shapes in 15 using stencils, have
him copy the single fOr-filS, withoLtt
the stencils.
17. Have him copy designs that com-
bine forms; see example at left.
18. Have him copy letters; see ex-
ample at left.
19. Have him copy more complicated
figures, with meaning; see example
at left.
20. First trace, then copy patterns,
using the blocks at first, later
pencil and paper.
A~ Single square.
B. Combination of squares to make a
" big square.
C. Single Diamond.
O. Combination of Triangles.
E. Single triangle.
F. Combiriations of triangles
G. Combine two forms.
H. Combine more th~n two forms.
I. Combine fornlS into meaningful
pictures (Sailboat, flo\lJer, airplane,
etc f' ) • •
J. Leave the color out of the picture
he is to copy
37
21. The child designs patterns that are syrnmetr1cal, working
directly with the parquetry blocks, then copies the design.
22. Apply the designs and patterns to functional material;
for example, have the children make a book cover, a birthday
card, posters, book plates, gift paper, and so on. This kind
of activity can be encouraged by having a class collection
of good advert is i ng art that uses bas i c forrns, so that the
children can see the application of what they have learnedo 21
21Setty V~n Witsen, Perceptual Traininq Activities Handbook, (New
York~ New York: Teachers .~leg;~~ ge;Columbia Univcr-
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